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Inspection for Discontinuities in

Steel1

Surface Inspection. In steel

manufacturing processes, it is

common practice to inspect the top

surface of  cut lengths as they are

sheared to length from coils. In the

case of  coils, the outside surface of

the coil is inspected during

processing and rewinding.

Sheet steel in coils or cut lengths

may contain surface imperfections

that can be removed with a

reasonable amount of  metal

finishing by the purchaser. Because

the top side of  a cut length or

outside of  a coil is ordinarily the

inspected side, the opposite side

may contain more surface

imperfections. To minimize the

amount of  metal finishing, the

inspected side can be used for the

most critical surface of  a fabricated

part.

When it is not possible to use the

inspected side for the most critical

surface of  a fabricated part, the

producer should be notified. It is

sometimes possible for a producer

to inspect the bottom surface or

reverse the inspected top side to the

bottom side of  a lift of  cut lengths

or inside surface of  a coil.

Coils contain more surface

imperfections than cut lengths

because the producer does not have

the same opportunity to sort

portions containing such

imperfections as is possible in the

case of  cut lengths.

Limitations of  Inspection, Testing

and Certification. When a

purchaser’s specifications stipulate

that inspection and tests (except

product analysis) for acceptance of

the steel be made by his

representative before shipment

from the mill, the producer affords

the purchaser’s representative all

reasonable facilities to assure that

the steel is being furnished in

accordance with the specification.

There are a number of  intrinsic

features of  steel making and

finishing processes that affect the

properties or conditions of  the

finished products, and those effects

cannot always be precisely known.

Therefore, it is technically

impossible to give unconditional

certification of  complete

compliance with all prescribed

requirements. That fact is manifest

to those having a technical

knowledge of  the subject and those

skilled in the manufacture of  steel,

and is recognized in applying a

factor of  safety. For example, the

phenomenon of  segregation causes

variations in chemical composition,

mechanical test results and

soundness. Variations in

manufacturing practice such as
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control of  temperature, which cannot always be precisely

regulated, sometimes cause variations in mechanical

properties in different parts of  a batch of  steel.

Because of  these and other conditions which are present

in steel mill operations, it is difficult to identify a practical

test method to ensure the detection and rejection of  every

piece of  steel that varies from the specified requirements

with regard to dimensional tolerances, chemical composition,

mechanical properties, and surface or internal conditions.

Interpreting Discontinuities2

Discontinuities are variations in the geometry or

composition of  an object. Such variations inherently affect

the physical properties of  the object and may in turn affect

the object’s service life. Not all discontinuities are defects.

The definition of  defect changes with the type of

component, its construction, its materials, its use and the

specifications or codes in force. It should be well understood

that a discontinuity harmless in one object may be critical in

another.

Detection of  discontinuities is a process that largely

depends on the discontinuity’s physical characteristics and

location — in the case of  surface cracks, a critical parameter

is the ratio of  surface opening to crack depth. However,

crack depth and width are not the only factors affecting

detectability; length and orientation to the surface are also

important.

To better detect and interpret visual discontinuity

indications, it is necessary to know the basic material

characteristics of  the test object. Furthermore, it is also

important to consider how the material is produced, what

manufacturing processes are used to form the finished

product and what discontinuities are typically initiated by the

processing operations.

During the various stages of  material processing, certain

discontinuities can be expected. Typically, a discontinuity is

categorized by its manufacturing stage: casting, forging,
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Figure 1. Development of discontinuity in metal.
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welding, processing and service. A

discontinuity may be created at one

stage and be detected in a later stage,

when processing has changed its shape

or accessibility (Fig. 1). The following

text describes discontinuities that may

originate during casting. The listing is

provided only for educational purposes

and may not apply to all test objects.

Discontinuities in Steel

When metals are produced, molten

metal solidifies into ingot form.

During solidification, foreign materials

and gas bubbles may be trapped in the

ingot and form what are known as

inherent discontinuities. Many of  these

are removed by cropping but a number

of  them can remain in the ingot. Such

discontinuities then can be rolled,

forged and sectioned along with the

material in its subsequent processing

operations. Several inherent

discontinuities occur commonly in

metals (Table 1).

Cold Shut. A cold shut is initiated

during the metal casting process. It

occurs because of  imperfect fusion

between two streams of  metal that

have converged. Cold shuts may also

be attributed to surging, sluggish

molten metal, an interruption in

pouring or any factor that prevents

fusion where two molten surfaces

meet. This discontinuity produces

cracks with smooth or rounded edges

similar to seams (Fig. 2).

Pipe. During solidification, molten

metal shrinks. In the case of  a casting,

there eventually can be insufficient

molten metal for completely filling the

top of  the mold. Shrinkage occurs all

over the casting as the metal cools. As

a result, a cavity forms, usually in the

shape of  an inverted cone or cylinder

(Fig. 3).

If  this shrinkage cavity is not

completely removed before rolling or

forging into final shape, it becomes

elongated and appears as voids called

pipe lamination in the finished

product. Pipe can also result from

extrusion, caused by the oxidized

surface of  a billet flowing inward

toward the center of  a bar at the back

end. At the end of  a billet, pipe usually

appears as a small rounded cavity

between the surfaces (Fig. 4).
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Table 1. Discontinuities in ferromagnetic castings.

Discontinuity Location Cause

Cold shuts surface or subsurface meeting of two streams of liquid metal that do
not fuse

Hot tears surface adherence to core or mold during cooling

Inclusions surface or subsurface contaminants introduced during casting process

Pipe, shrinkage subsurface absence of molten metal during final
solidification

Porosity surface or subsurface entrapped gases during solidification of metal

Segregation surface or subsurface localized differences in material composition

Figure 2. Indication of cold shut in

casting, enhanced here with magnetic

particles.

Figure 3. Longitudinal section of two

ingots, showing typical pipe and

porosity: (a) detectable; (b) severe.

Cold shut

Pipe

Pipe
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Porosity

Porosity
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ingot above
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ingot above
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Legend
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bars

Figure 4. Pipe lamination is separation

midway between surfaces containing

oxide inclusions: (a) surface view;

(b) internal section.
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Hot Tears. At the elevated

temperature associated with

solidification, cast materials are

susceptible to hot tears. Segregation of

low melting point impurities results in

localized loss of  ductility and strength.

Lacking these, the cooling metal can

tear and crack in the mold because of

restraint from the mold. In addition,

uneven cooling in thin sections or

corners that adjoin heavier masses of

metal can result in higher metal

surface stresses that in turn produce

hot tears. Hot tears occur especially at

thick-to-thin transitions (Fig. 5).

Hot tears appear on the surface as a

ragged line of  variable width and

numerous branches. In some

instances, the cracks are not detectable

until after machining because the

tearing can be filled with oxides.

Blowholes and Porosity. Gas

porosities are rounded cavities

(flattened, elongated or spherical)

caused by the accumulation of  gas

bubbles in molten metal as it solidifies

(Fig. 6). A small percentage of  these

bubbles rise through the molten metal

and escape. However, most are

trapped at or near the surface of  the

ingot when solidification is complete.

During rolling or forging of  the ingot,

some of  these gas pockets are fused

shut. The remaining pockets may

appear as seams in the rolled ingot.

Blowholes are conical, wide at the

surface and tapering internally. Deep

blowholes not rolled shut may appear

as laminations after becoming

elongated in the rolling operation.

Nonmetallic Inclusions. Inclusions

in ferrous alloys are usually oxides,

sulfides or silicates either inherent in

the base metal or introduced during

the melting operation. These

inclusions are caused by conversion of

iron ore in the blast furnace. Dirty

remelt, crucibles or rods, or poor

linings may introduce nonmetallic

inclusions into the molten metal.

Other contributing factors include

poor pouring practice, inadequate

gating design that can produce

turbulence within the mold, and

sand-based mold materials that can

slough off  into the molten metal,

resulting in inclusions.

Nonmetallic inclusions in ingots

can, after forging, become stress risers

because of  their shape, discontinuous
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Figure 5. Hot tears resulting from

stresses induced by nonuniform cooling

may originate where thin sections

adjoin heavier masses of metal: (a) hot

tears in casting; (b) closeup.
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Figure 6. Porosity caused by accumulation of gas bubbles in molten metal during solidificati   on: (a) view of fracture and

porosity and (b) closeup.

Porosity



nature and incompatibility with the

surrounding material. In many

applications, it is the presence of  these

inclusions that lowers the ability of  a

metal to withstand high impact, static

or fatigue stresses. Moreover, the effect

of  inclusions depends on their size and

shape, their resistance to deformation,

their orientation relative to applied

stress and the tensile strength of  the

material. Many inclusions can be of  a

more complex intermediate

composition than their host materials

and each grade and type of  metal has

its own characteristic inclusions.

(Fig. 7).

When steel is mechanically rolled or

formed, typically, inclusions form

plastically into elongated shapes and

appear in longitudinal sections as

stringers or streaks. In transverse cross

sections, the inclusion’s shape is more

globular or flat.

Segregation. Segregation is a localized

difference in a material’s chemical

composition. During solidification of

molten metal, certain elements may

concentrate in limited areas, resulting in

an uneven distribution of  some of  the

alloying elements of  the steel (Fig. 8).

Equalization of  the compositional

differences can be achieved by hot

working (forging or rolling). However,

segregation is sometimes carried into

the wrought product.

When not detected, segregation can

affect corrosion resistance, forging and

welding characteristics, mechanical

properties, fracture toughness and

fatigue resistance. Furthermore,

quench cracks, hardness variations and

other discontinuities are likely to result

during heat treating of  materials that

exhibit segregation of  alloying

elements.
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Figure 7. Nonmetallic inclusion formed

by impurities such as slag, oxides or

sulfides that are entrapped when

metal is poured.

Glossary for Visual Tests

of Steel

defect: Discontinuity whose size, shape,
orientation or location (1) makes it
detrimental to the useful service of its
host object or (2) exceeds an
accept/reject criterion of an applicable
specification. Some discontinuities do
not exceed an accept/reject criterion
and are therefore not defects. Compare
discontinuity; indication.

discontinuity: Interruption in the physical
structure or configuration of a test
object. After nondestructive testing, a
discontinuity indication can be
interpreted to be a defect.

discontinuity, inherent: Material anomaly
originating from solidification of cast
metal. Pipe and nonmetallic inclusions
are the most common inherent
discontinuity and can lead to other
types of discontinuities in fabrication.

discontinuity, primary processing:
Discontinuity produced from the hot
or cold working of an ingot into
forgings, rods, bars and other shapes.

discontinuity, secondary processing:
Discontinuity produced during
machining, grinding, heat treating,
plating or other finishing operations.

discontinuity, service induced:
Discontinuity caused by the intended
use of the part.

indication: Nondestructive test response
that requires interpretation to
determine its relevance.

indication, nonrelevant: Indication that
has no relation to a discontinuity that
might constitute a defect. Test response
caused by geometry or by a physical
condition that is not a discontinuity.

indication, relevant: Indication from a
discontinuity (as opposed to a false
indication) requiring evaluation by a
qualified inspector, typically with
reference to an acceptance standard, by
virtue of the discontinuity’s size or
location.

Glossary adapted from the Nondestructive

Testing Handbook, third edition: Vol. 9,
Visual Testing. Columbus, OH: American
Society for Nondestructive Testing
(2010).

Figure 8. Alloy segregation in a steel

casting.
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G
Gary Larson felt NDT was a career fit right from the start and made
a decision early on to become a Level III. Much of his early training
was achieved on his own through self-training books. He found not
having a knowledgeable Level III to call on frustrating. When he
made his decision to stick with NDT, one of the things he wanted to
make sure of was that any technician he would train, or that would
work for him, would be able to rely on him for the information they
needed to better their understanding of NDT.

Q: How did you get started in NDT?

A: I had been laid off  from a job when I saw an ad for a

radiographer trainee. I had no clue what it was about but I

applied and got the job. I started out in the darkroom running

and loading film and helping radiographers set up the shots

for a company that manufactured piping components for

power plants. I really enjoyed the work. Nondestructive

testing meets with a lot of  my interests. I like science and

math and there's a lot of  that involved. I remember when I

decided, "I'm going to stay with this and I'm going to be a

Level III." And, that's what happened.

Q: How were you trained for the job?

A: They trained us right on the job, most of  it hands-on. There

wasn't a lot of  sending people out for training. And, more or

less, a lot of  it was self-training, reading self-training books.

Q: What is your current certification?

A: I'm certified as an ASNT NDT Level III in five methods, RT,

PT, MT, UT and VT.

Q: Was all of your certification and training employer-based?

A: Yes, various employers. But, a lot of  it came right with that

first employer. UT, RT, MT and PT — we got it there. Of

course, at that time, VT wasn't a certification method even

though you had to do visual on every weld or part before you

did the nondestructive testing. Back during the 1970s, we

didn't have much training in a classroom situation. Most of  it

was out of  a book. It was frustrating and I worked hard

studying on my own at home at night. When I made the

decision to be a Level III, I wanted to make sure that I would

have the knowledge I needed and the ability to transfer it to

any technician that would work for me or that I trained.

Q: How did you decide to go into business for yourself ?

A: I like to do teaching and technique development. I like doing

lots of  different things. I think that's why nondestructive

testing fits well with me. I'm not just doing radiography all the

time. I'm doing UT, I’m doing radiography, I’m doing MT.

Q: Can you describe your typical workday?

A: Well, for training, you've got to prepare for the class; slide

presentations, books ordered, student training books from

ASNT. Most of  my work involves traveling to the customer

so I don't always know how experienced the technicians are

going to be. Early on, I have to assess abilities and then gear

the training for the right level. If  student abilities are mixed, it

can be a little tough. I try to get everything down in plain and

simple terms without losing their attention. One way to

maintain interest is with discussion. I’ve found the

experiences of  each student, successes and failures, are

invaluable learning tools.

Q: Does your consulting focus on a particular industry or method?

A: No. I serve basically anybody that needs nondestructive

testing. I help companies with their NDT department; set up

the equipment if  necessary, set up the standards and the

quality control items that they're going to need to verify their

systems whether it be penetrant or magnetic particle or

otherwise. I help write procedures and I help provide

certification testing for their technicians. I also do auditing.

So the consulting can range anywhere from hands-on

training of  technicians, overseeing what the technicians do,

to auditing, to setting up the department, to working out

techniques, etc.

Q: What characteristics define a good NDT technician?

Gary Larson
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I like it when I see
a student’s lights
come on.



A: I guess first they've got to be good with their hands. It

definitely helps to understand the equipment and how to

make it work when it malfunctions. It also helps to have the

basics in math and English skills. Unfortunately, a lot of  guys

in our field come out of  high school with limited English

skills. I was no different. But, I realized over the years just

how important those were for success in business. You don't

come out of  high school with everything you need to be good

at any job. You should be developing your skills and getting

better as you go along. It's also important for a technician to

have good ethics — good decision-making skills. A technician

has to be able to decide what's right. In comparison to others,

NDT is a small field. And, it's close-knit. If  you make the

wrong decisions early on in your

career, it could affect your ability to

function and progress in the field.

Q: What’s been your biggest NDT
challenge?

A: Good question. I think the biggest

challenge I've met is getting

management to understand the

problems of  doing nondestructive

testing. They tend to look at things

just from a production standpoint. I

used to work in a foundry where we

did a test with ultrasound called

velocity testing, using an immersion

technique. We were putting the parts

in water. The foundry wanted to

process the parts quickly, as soon as

they came off  the line and they were

very hot, often as high as 150 ºF

(66 ºC) – 175 ºF (79 ºC). When the

parts hit the water, they started to

steam and the sound couldn’t

penetrate through the steam barrier

at the interface. It would result in a

"no test" and the part was kicked out

as a reject. All we really had to do

was cool the parts down to

temperature but management always

wanted us to figure out how to test

them hot. Sometimes the rules of

the exam just require something else.

Q: Any areas of NDT that you'd like to
learn more about?

A: I'd like to know more about phased

array. I'd also like to be more

knowledgeable in eddy current

testing.

Q: What's the most rewarding aspect of
your work?

A: I like it when I see a student's lights

come on. That's important to me.

Q: What's the most difficult part of NDT?

A: When someone fails a test — without a doubt. We all learn at

different rates. It has nothing to do with how good a

technician is going to be. It just has to do with how we

process information. 

Q: How would you advise someone considering a career in NDT?

A: Be willing to put some personal time and effort into it. Study

on your own. Secondly, don't assume you know it all. And,

resist the pressure to do it wrong.

Gary Larson can be reached by phone at (540) 748-4892 or by
e-mail at <gdlarson@earthlink.net>.
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 Single-leg AC yoke magnetic particle testing (MT) has

been accepted by API RP 2X, Recommended Practice
for Ultrasonic and Magnetic Examination of Offshore
Structural Fabrication and Guidelines for Qualification of
Technicians1 primarily as a technique for testing the

heel or toe areas of  T, K, Y weldments on offshore

structures. Conventionally, the electromagnetic yoke is

used in a two-leg configuration that produces a strong

longitudinal magnetic field between the poles that is

ideal for testing wherever accessibility permits.

However, many test positions have tight geometries

where double-leg placement is not possible and

single-leg yoke placement can be substituted and still

conform to the required specifications. This article will

show other areas where single-leg AC yoke

magnetization is applicable.  

A single-leg AC yoke configuration produces a

radial magnetic field that is primarily symmetrical

about the main axis of  the activated yoke leg as is

demonstrated in the magnetographs shown in Fig. 1.

A flexible laminated strip has been affixed to the

underside of  the paper. The application of  dry

powder magnetic particles has resulted in linear

indications from the flexible laminated strip slots. The

field is basically perpendicular to the rectangular side

of  the yoke leg base in all four directions.

Testing Edges of Plate and Beveled Pipe

Testing for lamination at the edges of  plate or beveled

pipe is a common testing requirement. Lamination is a

planar discontinuity that is parallel to the surface of

plate or pipe. Lamination that extends to an edge will

appear as a linear indication in a magnetic particle test

of  the edge. Welding on a laminated edge can cause the discontinuity to propagate

and result in a rejectable weld defect.

Ideal magnetization of  a beveled edge area is achieved by placing one leg of  a

double-leg AC yoke on the top surface in the center of  the area to be tested with

the other leg on the opposite parallel surface. However, as is most often the case

during field testing or during fit up just prior to welding, access to the opposite

parallel surface is difficult or impossible. Use of  the single-leg AC yoke technique

to produce a radial field on the accessible surface close to the beveled edge to be

tested can solve the problem.

Establishing Field Direction. To confirm that the radial magnetic field produced

by a single-leg AC yoke on the accessible surface extends to the edge section, a

flexible laminated strip is attached at the edge area of  the plate block or pipe

section and verified for indication forming (Fig. 2). Using wet magnetic particle

inspection, the strip provides a distinct, clear indication of  the magnetic field at

the edge of  the block.

Test Plate Experiment.  Figure 3 shows the correct setup of  a single-leg AC yoke

for magnetization of  a carbon steel test plate 6 mm (0.24 in.) thick with one

beveled edge containing two laminations of  sufficient linear length to be made

visible by conventional magnetic particle testing or penetrant testing. Length of

the laminations at the beveled edge are specified by the test plate manufacturer as

5 mm (0.2 in.) and 15 mm (0.6 in.) with a distance of  140 mm (5.5 in.) between

them. Depth of  the lamination begins at 2.5 mm (0.1 in.) from the magnetized

surface and extends 5 mm (0.2 in.) into the plate. The radial magnetic field

generated by the single-leg AC yoke is capable of  detecting both lamination

indications with the correct visible lengths as specified (Fig. 4).

Sensitivity Factor.  It is also observed that the lamination discontinuity indication

in Fig. 4 is most distinct when the yoke leg is exactly on top of  the region where

the lamination discontinuity exists. This demonstrates that the radial field is

strongest in the region immediately surrounding the activated yoke leg.

Extent of Radial Field.  The extent of  the single-leg AC yoke radial magnetic field

can be ascertained with the aid of  the flexible laminated strip attached to the edge

of  plate by shifting the position of  the yoke leg off  center from the strip position

(Fig. 5). The result shows that at a distance of  25 mm (1.0 in.) from the yoke leg,

Magnetic Particle  Testing of Plate and Pipe Edges

Using Single-Leg AC Yoke by Siddhartha Ghosh
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Figure 1.  Magnetographs of radial field surrounding activated single-leg

yoke.

Figure 2.  Visible linear indications in Castrol strip

attached to plate edge.



the field still exists and can produce a partial indication

from the flexible laminated strip.

Field Strength Adequacy.  Field strength adequacy is

determined by attaching a quantitative quality indicator

(QQI) to the edge of  the plate (Fig. 6). A

distinguishable indication is only achieved when the

yoke leg is directly aligned with the attached QQI. No

indication is produced when the yoke leg is placed

slightly off  center from the plane of  the QQI.

Conclusion

Based on the above criteria, it can be recommended that overlapping in single-leg

AC Yoke magnetic particle testing should be at least half  the base length of  the

yoke leg when conducting continuous scanning of  successive areas.
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Figure 3.  Setup for inspection of beveled edge.

Figure 4.  Lamination indications at plate edge

using visible wet black MT ink.

Figure 5.  Partial indication shows extent of

magnetic field.

Figure 6.  Distinguishable indication produced

with yoke leg placed directly above or below QQI.





25. Often these surface discontinuities are found where gas pockets have
reached the surface of  the weld pool but did not fully escape before
solidification took place.

27. Once smooth surface conditions have been obtained, the key issue for
underwater ultrasonic weld tests is the ability to accurately measure the
angles and positions required to calculate the location of  these within the
weld volume.

28. One common form of  solidification cracking is called center line hot
cracking because it follows the ____________ center line of  the
deposited weld bead.

29.A magnetic particle indication
produced by undercut appears less
pronounced than that produced by
lack of  ______.

30.The term ___ cracking is applied
to several varieties of  weld metal
and HAZ cracking, all of  which
occur at elevated temperatures.

31.These stresses induced by cooling
cause cracks to open between the
dendrite surfaces (solidification
cracking).

Down
2.Cold cracks produce sharply

defined, heavy magnetic particle
indications if  they are open to the
test object surface, as in the case of

_________ cracks that extend to the weld toe.
3. Occurring at the toe of  a weld when the base metal thickness is reduced,

this is essentially a narrow crevice that is formed in the base metal,
paralleling the weld toe and immediately adjacent to it.

4. Another frequently observed type of  solidification cracking is called
crater cracking, which occurs in the crater formed at the ___________
of  a weld pass. 

5. In general, hot cracking is associated with steels having high sulfur
content and the effect is accentuated as carbon content does this.

9. ___ strikes are identified in radiographs by their position (away from the
weld metal) and by a small patch of  extra thickness that is often
intermittent but linear.

14. Cracks are the most serious form of  weld discontinuity because their
sharp tips act as severe stress ______.

Across

1. A magnetic particle indication produced by a slag _________ is weak
and poorly defined and requires a high magnetizing field intensity for
detection.

6. These tracks are parallel slag lines that correspond to weld bead width.
7. Lack of  ___________ is a specific type of  lack of  fusion that occurs

only at the root of  a weld when the weld metal does not fully fuse with
the base metal at the root or fully penetrate the root.

8. Lack of  fusion is usually oriented ________ to the direction of  welding,
the test indication often appearing
at or near the toe of  the weld.

10. Undercut is generally recognizable
because the plate thickness will
exhibit a definite tone on a
__________, whereas adjacent to
the weld there will be a darker area
where plate thickness has actually
been reduced.

11. Tungsten inclusions found in the
weld metal deposited by the gas
tungsten arc welding process are
virtually ____________ by
magnetic particle methods.

12. A basic type of  welded assembly is
the square ____ joint in which the
original square cut faces are butted
or prespaced.

13. A ________ tear is a base metal crack that occurs in plates and shapes of
rolled steel exhibiting a high nonmetallic inclusion content.

15. Cracks exposed by radiography are always considered _______________
and rejection follows, with repair being an option.

19. A magnetic particle indication of  __________ porosity is typically weak
and not clearly defined.

20. In general, this is often the result of  dirt, rust or moisture on the base or
filler metal surface before welding and can be prevented by maintaining
cleanliness and dryness.

21. For ultrasonic testing of  aerospace welds, this is performed with
standard International Institute of  Welding blocks.

22. Welds produced by welding processes that use ____ shielding such as
SMAW, SAW and FCAW are particularly susceptible to discontinuities
known as slag inclusions.

23. The typical crack will appear as a narrow, irregular line when clearly
detected in one of  these.
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16. ______ cracks are typically star-shaped on the surface and are the result of  three-dimensional
shrinkage stresses brought about by crater solidification.

17. The detectability of  hot cracks by magnetic particle methods is similar to that of  cold cracks and
depends on the hot cracks' proximity to the _______.

18. On open root, single-V welds where the back side (root) of  the weld is accessible, lack of
penetration may be found ________.

20. ________ is composed of  cavities or pores that form when the weld metal solidifies.
22. For aerospace structures, a particular weld routinely inspected with ultrasonic testing is the

________ stir weld.
24. Commonly called a cold start, lack of  fusion is often seen at the beginning of  the first weld pass,

when the base metal is at its ______ temperature during the welding process.
26. Another frequent cause of  lack of  fusion is attempting to weld on top of  a previously deposited

weld pass that has been inadequately cleaned of  ____ or welding on a dirty base metal surface, so
that the heat of  the arc is unable to reach the underlying metal.

CROSSWORD continued from page 11.

Answers

Across
1.inclusion
6.wagon
7.penetration
8.parallel

10.radiograph
11.undetectable

12.butt
13.lamellar
15.discontinuities
19.subsurface
20.porosity
21.calibration
22.flux

23.radiograph
25.blowholes
27.reflectors
28.longitudinal
29.fusion
30.hot
31.shrinkage

Down
2.underbead
3.undercut
4.termination
5.increases
9.arc

14.risers

16.crater
17.surface
18.visually
20.porosity
22.friction
24.lowest
26.slag

Content for “Crossword Challenge: NDT of Welds” adapted from the Nondestructive
Testing Handbook, third edition.


